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1. INTRODUCTION
 In a seminal paper 6 published in this journal Cooper studies the
foundations of thermodynamics. Three different formulations of the sec-
ond law of thermodynamics due to Clausius, Kelvin, and Caratheodory are
considered and it is proved that the Caratheodory axiom, by itself, is
inadequate to establish the existence of an entropy function even in simple
phase spaces. Cooper then introduces the concept of an accessibility
relation  on a state space S satisfying certain topological assumptions. If
x, y S then x y signifies that a transition from state x to state y is
possible. This accessibility relation  is a total preorder on S and it is
assumed that it satisfies a certain continuity property. An entropy function
is a real-valued function f : S that is order-preserving in the sense
Ž . Ž .  that x y f x  f y . Cooper’s main theorem 6, p. 178 states that
there is a real-valued continuous entropy function f on any separable
topological space S endowed with a continuous accessibility relation that is
a total preorder.
In this paper we do not deal with problems of thermodynamics per se.
Rather we are interested in the mathematical foundations of the entropy
representation problem. The main objective of this paper is to study
certain purely mathematical considerations that arise in connection with
 the main theorem 6, Theorem 1, p. 178 in which Cooper proves the
existence of a continuous entropy function in certain thermodynamic
systems. It transpires that there are some mathematical errors in Cooper’s
paper. We indicate how some of these errors may be rectified or extenu-
ated.
Finally, we may mention that the ideas discussed in this paper are also
Ž  .of considerable interest in mathematical economics see 2, 5, 12 and
 other applied fields 14 quite apart from their intrinsic importance for the
mathematical theory of topology and order.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let X be a nonempty set. A binary relation  defined on X is said to
be a total preorder if it is reflexive, transitive, and total. Each total
preorder  on a set X gives rise to two associated relations as follows: if
Ž . Ž . Ž .x, y X then x y y x and x y x y  y x . An an-  
tisymmetric total preorder is said to be a total order. Each total preorder
 on a set X gives rise to a canonical total order as follows. The relation
  on X is an equivalence relation. Denote by x the equivalence class of
ˆ   4x and let X	 x : x X be the set of equivalence classes. Define a
ˆ    relation  on X by x  y  x y for x, y X. Then  is a total
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ˆorder on X. It is the canonical total order associated with the total
preorder  .
Ž .A total preorder  on a set X, or the totally preordered set X, , is 
Ž .said to be representable if there is a strictly isotone function f : X, ,
Ž . Ž .that is, a real-valued function f on X such that x y f x  f y . A
Ž .total preorder  on a topological space X, t is said to be continuously
representable if there exists a real-valued, continuous, strictly isotone func-
Ž .tion on X, t .
Ž .Let X, be a totally preordered set and  the canonical total order
ˆon the set of equivalence classes X that is associated with  . Then an
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ   .  ordered pair x , y  X X is said to be a jump if there is no a  X
      Ž   .with x  a  y . In the sequel, if x, y X and x , y is a jump,
Ž .then we shall sometimes abuse notation and refer to the pair x, y as a
Ž .jump. It is important to observe that if X, is a totally preordered set
ˆŽ .and the associated totally ordered set X, has uncountably many jumps
Ž .then X, does not have a real-alued, strictly isotone representation.
Let X be a totally preordered set. The family of all sets of the form
 4  4x X : x a and x X : b x for a, b X is a subbasis for a
topology on X called the order topology. We shall denote this topology
by  .
A total preorder  on X is said to be order-separable in the sense of
Debreu if there is a countable subset Z of X such that for every x, y X
with x y there exists z Z with x z y. It turns out that this 
property characterizes the representability of a total preorder as we see in
the following theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let X, be a totally preordered set. Then  is repre- 
sentable if and only if it is order-separable in the sense of Debreu.
Proof. This theorem is proved for a totally ordered set in 2, Theorem
1.4.8, p. 16 . However, it is easily verified that the theorem also holds for
totally preordered sets by first passing to the quotient set of equivalence
classes.
Ž .Let X, t, be a topological space equipped with a total preorder. In
general, there is no relationship between the topology and the preorder.
The topology t on X is said to be a natural topology if it is finer than the
order topology  . If t is a natural topology on X then we also say that
Ž .the total preorder is t-continuous on X and we refer to the triple X, t,
as a topological preordered space. The problem of the existence of a
continuous real-valued, strictly isotone representation on a topological
totally preordered space was definitively solved by Debreu in two funda-
 mental papers 8, 9 . Debreu’s method is based on the concept of a gap.
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Let  denote the extended real line. A degenerate set in  is a set with
at most one point. A lacuna of a subset S of  is a nondegenerate interval
that is disjoint from S and has a lower bound and an upper bound in S. A
gap is a maximal lacuna.
Ž .LEMMA 1 Debreu’s Open Gap Lemma . If S is a subset of , there is a
Ž .strictly increasing function g : S such that all the gaps of g S are open.
Debreu’s Open Gap Lemma is a fundamental result in the theory of
order-preserving functions. There are many known proofs of the funda-
mental Debreu Open Gap Lemma. The original proof is due to Debreu 8,
 9 . For a discussion of some of the other proofs the reader is referred to 2,
  Chapter 3 and 12 .
The essence of Debreu’s method of proving the existence of continuous,
strictly isotone functions may now be described. The idea is to first
construct a strictly isotone function  on the topological preordered space
Ž . Ž .X, t, . Then the Debreu ‘‘gap function’’ g is applied to the image  X
Ž . Ž Ž ..of X to get a composite function u x 	 g  x . The function u has only
 open gaps in its image. It is then quite easily proved 2, Theorem 3.2.2 that
u is the required continuous strictly isotone representation of  . It
transpires that the continuity of the strictly isotone function depends upon
the fact that there are two topologies involved and there is a certain
relationship between these two topologies. For further discussion the
 reader is referred to 1 .
We now state two fundamental theorems on the existence of continuous,
strictly isotone functions on totally preordered topological spaces.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2 Eilenberg’s Theorem . Let X, t, be a totally pre-
ordered topological space that is connected and topologically separable. Then
there exists a real-alued, continuous, strictly isotone function on X.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3 Debreu’s Theorem . Let X, t, be a totally preordered
topological space that is second countable. Then there exists a real-alued,
continuous, strictly isotone function on X.
  For the proofs of these theorems we refer the reader to 8, 9 or 2,
Chapter 3 .
3. COOPER’S THEOREM ON ENTROPY FUNCTIONS
 We now discuss Cooper’s theorem 6 on the existence of a continuous
entropy function on the state space S of a thermodynamic system. On this
state space Cooper defines an accessibility relation. Instead of using
Cooper’s notation we shall denote this accessibility relation by  . If s , s1 2
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are two states then s  s means that a transition from state s to s is1 2 1 2
possible. A function f : S is an entropy function for the accessibility
Ž . Ž .relation  if s  s  f s  f s . Cooper assumes that the accessibil-1 2 1 2 
ity relation is a total preorder which is continuous with respect to some
topology on the state space S. It should be observed that Cooper uses a
different definition of continuity of a preorder. However, Cooper’s defini-
Ž  .tion is equivalent to the one we have used see 2, Proposition 1.6.2, p. 19 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4 Cooper’s Theorem . Let S, t, be a topological space
which is topologically separable and is equipped with an accessibility relation
 which is a total preorder and t-continuous. Then there exists a real-alued,
continuous, entropy function on S.
We show first that Cooper’s theorem is not correct.
   4 2EXAMPLE 1. Let X	 0, 1  0, 1 
 endowed with the lexico-
Ž . Ž .graphic order  given by a, b  c, d  a c or a	 c and b dL L 
Ž . Ž  .  4and the order topology  on X, . Notice that  0, 1  0, 1 L L
is topologically dense in X so that X is a separable topological space in
the order topology. The total preorder is trivially continuous with respect
to the order topology. Therefore, all the conditions of Cooper’s theorem
Ž .are satisfied. However, the totally preordered set X, has uncountablyL
  ŽŽ . Ž ..many jumps because for each real number x 0, 1 , x, 0 , x, 1 is a
Ž .jump. Therefore, X, is not representable by a real-valued strictlyL
isotone function.
This example proves, therefore, that Cooper’s theorem is not correct.
We now analyze at some length the proof given by Cooper. Cooper’s
 proof is similar to that of Debreu 8 and consists of two parts. In the first
part a strictly isotone function is constructed and in the second part this
function is modified to get a continuous, strictly isotone function.
3.1. First Part of Cooper ’s Proof
By passing to the quotient space we may assume that the total preorder
 is an order. Since the space S is separable there is a topologically dense
subset T of S. Cooper’s method is to first use the well-known theorem of
Ž  .Cantor see 2, p. 18 to construct a real-valued order isomorphism u on
Ž .T. This function is extended to a function  on S by defining  s 	
 Ž . 4sup u t : t T , t s . It is easily verified that this function  is isotone in
Ž . Ž .  the sense that a b  a  b . Cooper 6, p. 179 then claims that
Ž .there are at most countably many pairs of points a , b  S S withn n
Ž . Ž .a  b such that  a 	 b . To prove this, Cooper asserts that everyn n n n
component is an open set. But this is not true, in general, even if S is
separable. This may be seen by considering Example 1 again.
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  ŽŽ . Ž ..Now for each real number x 0, 1 there is a jump x, 0 , x, 1 . For
each such pair of points the function  will have the same value. There are
 uncountably many real numbers in the interval 0, 1 . Therefore, there are
Ž . Ž . Ž .uncountably many pairs of points a, b such that a b and  a 	 b
 contrary to Cooper’s claim 6, p. 179 . It follows that this part of Cooper’s
argument is false.
We may conclude that part one of Cooper’s proof is incorrect.
3.2. Second Part of Cooper ’s Proof
Ž .The essence of Cooper’s argument is as follows. Let g : S 0, 1 be a
strictly isotone function which represents the total preorder  on S. For
 Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . 4every x S, let  	 sup : g x   , g x  g S 	 and  	x x
 Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž . 4sup : g x , g x    g S 	 . Then for every x S set
 x 	  if g x    g S ;  x 	 0 otherwise.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x
 x 	  if g x    g S ;  x 	 0 otherwise.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x x
It is clear that the set of points for which either   0 or   0 is at mostx x
countable. Moreover, the sum of all the nonzero  and  is finitex x
Ž . Ž .because g S 
 0, 1 .
For every x S let
h x 	 g x     .Ž . Ž . Ý Ýy y
 4  4yx yx
Cooper claims that this new function is a continuous and strictly isotone
real-valued function. Unfortunately, this assertion is incorrect and Cooper’s
argument founders because although the function h is continuous it may
not be injective and, therefore, not strictly isotone. To prove this consider
the following example:
 EXAMPLE 2. Let X	 0, 1 be endowed with the natural order. Con-
Ž .  sider an enumeration d of the rationals in 0, 1 and define then n
 following function g : 0, 1 
1
g x 	Ž . Ý 2n 4n : d xn
Then the following is true:
Ž .a g is strictly increasing;
Ž .  b g is continuous in 0, 1 , right-continuous at 0 and not
left-continuous at 1;
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Ž .  4c For each d   0, 1 , g is right-continuous, but not left-n
continuous, at d .n
We now have
1
 4 	  x 	 if x d  0, 1 and  	 0 otherwise.Ž . Ž .x n xn2n
  	  x 	 0 for all x 0, 1 .Ž .x
Then for every x X
h x 	 g x   y   yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
yxyx
	 g x   yŽ . Ž .Ý
yx
1
	   dŽ .Ý Ý n2nd x d xn n
1 1
	  	 0. 1Ž .Ý Ý2 2n nd x d xn n
Therefore, h is a constant function and we may conclude that even the
second part of Cooper’s proof is not correct.
Remark 1. The insuperable error in the second part of Cooper’s proof
   is similar to the one which occurs in Debreu 8 . Debreu 9 himself proved,
by means of an interesting counterexample, that this argument fails for
measure-theoretic reasons. For a detailed discussion of this counterexam-
 ple the reader is referred to 2, Chapter 3 . The same error has also been a
most untoward stumbling block for other scientists as well and may be
found in several other papers in the literature. See, for example, 3, 4, 10,
and 11 .
Our discussion above shows that topological separability by itself does
not imply that a continuous total preorder has a real-valued continuous
strictly isotone representation. In view of the theorems of Eilenberg and
Debreu we see that there are two ways in which Cooper’s theorem may be
rectified. First, one may assume that the state space S is topologically
separable and connected. This may perhaps be justified by the well-known
adage of Leibniz that nature does not make jumps and it may be that such
state spaces are the natural ones to consider in problems of thermodynam-
ics. Indeed, Cooper says that ‘‘this counter-example involves a space which
is not linear or arcwise connected, unlike the normal state spaces of
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 physical systems’’ 6, p. 181 . This means that the normal state spaces of
physical systems are arcwise connected and, therefore, connected. With
this additional assumption of connectedness one gets a correct result. It
should be emphasized, however, that Cooper does not assume connected-
ness in the main theorem. Second, one may strengthen the topological
separability assumption by replacing it with the assumption that the space
 is second countable. Indeed, Cooper says 6, p. 177 that ‘‘the normal state
spaces, in addition, have topologies based on a metric; but we do not need
to assume this here.’’ Since a topologically separable metric space is
second countable one also gets an unexceptionable result under these
conditions. However, it should be noted that Cooper does not assume
metrizability in the main theorem.
It follows from the above considerations that Cooper’s excursory re-
marks, in contrast to the formal statement of Theorem 1, contain refer-
ences to topological conditions, such as connectedness and second count-
ability, that are satisfied in the normal state spaces of physical systems and
which, if added to the separability condition, would vindicate Cooper’s
argument. It should be observed that there may be other topological
conditions which may perhaps also be used for this purpose.
Cooper discusses further the role of the separability assumption in the
 main theorem on p. 181 of 6 and gives an interesting example of a
nonrepresentable total preorder on the nonseparable Hilbert space S	
Ž .  Ž . 2l  of all real-valued functions of a real variable such that Ý f x  2
endowed with the norm topology. Following Cooper we define the function
Ž . Ž .e :  to be given by e x 	 1 x	 a and e x 	 0 otherwise. Leta a a
B denote the closed ball of unit radius centered in 2  e . The totala a
preorder  on S is now defined as follows. If f , g S then f g if 
either
Ž .a f does not belong to B for any a,a
Ž .b f B , g B with a b, ora b
Ž .    c f , g B and f 2  e  g 2  e .a a a
We now consider the question about the continuity of this preorder. But
before we do that we must specify the topology which is being considered.
For this question to be significant and nonvacuous, continuity must be
considered with respect to the norm topology and not with respect to the
order topology. Now Cooper asserts ambiguously that the ‘‘preorder is
 continuous’’ 6, p. 181 and is not representable by any entropy function.
Of course, the preorder is continuous with respect to the order topology.
In this sense, Cooper’s assertion is correct. But is the preorder continuous
with respect to the norm topology? This is the interesting question. It turns
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out that the preorder is not continuous with respect to the norm topology
contrary to Cooper’s apparent assertion. This may be proved as follows:
Suppose a b. Since 3e  B and 2 e  B , then 3e  2 e is notb b a b b a
1 1ŽŽ . . Ž .true. Now consider the sequence 3 e . Since 3 e  B for anyb b cn n
1Ž .c and n, then we have that 3 e  2 e . If the preorderb an 
were norm-continuous, then we would have 3e  2 e . That is a contradic-b a
tion.
We conclude from the above that the total preorder defined by Cooper
is not continuous with respect to the norm topology. But this point may
not be germane to Cooper’s main objective of finding an example of a
nonrepresentable total preorder on a Hilbert space.
Finally, Cooper extends the main theorem by introducing another acces-
sibility condition as follows:
The state space S contains a separable space S such that every state
s S satisfies s s for some state s in S.
Cooper’s method of extending the main theorem ‘‘to the nonseparable
 case’’ 6, p. 181 is similar to the methods that have been widely and
Žsuccessfully used in the mathematical economics literature by Wold see
 .  12 , Monteiro 13 , and others. For further discussion the reader is
 referred to 12 . It should be noted, however, that this result, but not the
argument itself, is incorrect because Cooper’s original theorem is false.
But this does not vitiate the underlying idea which is interesting and
useful.
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